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Historical Analogy, Comparisons, 
and Evidence: Feminist Reflections
The Gendered Nose and its Lack
“Medieval” Nose-Cutting and its Modern Manifestations1
Patricia Skinner 
Time magazine’s cover photograph in August 2010 of a noseless Af-
ghan woman beside the emotive strapline, “What happens if we leave 
Afghanistan,” fuelled debate about the “medieval” practices of the 
Taliban, whose local commander had instructed her husband to take 
her nose and ears. Press reports attributed the violence to the Pashtun 
tradition that a dishonored husband “lost his nose.” This equation of 
nose-cutting with tradition begs questions not only about the Orientalist 
lens of the western press when viewing Afghanistan, but also about the 
assumption that the word “medieval” can function as a label for such 
practices. A study of medieval nose-cutting suggests that its identifica-
tion as an “eastern” practice should be challenged. Rather clearer is its 
connection with patriarchal values of authority and honor: the victims of 
such punishment have not always been women, but this is nevertheless 
a gendered punishment of the powerless by the powerful.
Beginnings: 2010
In August 2010, Time magazine published on its cover the image of a young Afghan woman, Aisha Bibi, whose nose and ears had been cut off by 
her husband after she had fled from his violent family’s house in a region 
controlled by the Taliban. Left to die and bleeding heavily, she eventually 
found shelter in a women’s refuge in Kabul, where her story and plight 
were revealed to a wider audience, including Jodi Bieber, a South African 
photographer. The photograph Bieber took of Aisha, praised because it 
“addressed violence against women with a dignified image,” won World 
Press Photo of the Year in 2010.2 Aisha, meanwhile, was flown to the United 
States, where a philanthropic body, the Grossman Burn Foundation, agreed 
to fund the reconstructive surgery necessary to restore her facial features. 
Time ran the cover photo beside the emotive strapline, “What happens if 
we leave Afghanistan.”
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As a medieval historian, I was already familiar with the phenomenon 
of nose-cutting, but the manipulative use of Aisha’s photograph profoundly 
disturbed me, bringing to mind the feminist theorist Madeline Caviness’s 
piercing analysis of medieval images of mutilated women as sado-porno-
graphic.3 Despite reassurances from her media handlers that she was a strong 
woman who wanted her story told, it was hard not to feel some sense that 
Aisha, a victim of extreme domestic violence, was being doubly objectified 
by the intrusive lens, as had been the undoubted beauty of her compatriots 
who earlier formed the basis for a photo report on the country itself and 
its need for protection (by the West).4 As some commentators pointed out 
long before Aisha’s case came to prominence, the safeguarding of women 
from violence in Afghanistan had barely registered on the consciousness of 
the West prior to the U.S. invasion of 2001, after which it became a central 
plank in justifying the war.5 
But in situating Aisha’s mutilation as the specific manifestation of 
Afghanistan’s “medieval” culture when it came to women’s rights, critics 
confused her husband’s illegitimate act—condemned within and outside 
Afghanistan, as we shall see—with the undoubted structural oppression 
faced by women in that region. 6 This highlights the complexity of compet-
ing norms: modernity and the emancipation of women are often considered 
to go hand-in-hand, but this process in part relies upon a third factor, the 
secularization of the state concerned.7 The modern Afghan state—where the 
Islamic subjection of women to men was restated by the Ulema Council of 
clerics as recently as March 2012—has no problem with acts of retributive 
violence justified by Sharia law, but categorized Aisha’s injuries as falling 
outside even that frame of reference.8 Thus when Aisha’s father-in-law was 
arrested in December 2010 for his participation in the affair, the provincial 
police chief was quoted as saying that the treatment of Aisha was “against 
Afghan-ism, against Afghan and Sharia laws, against every principle in the 
world, against humanity, so that’s why we wanted to bring him to justice.”9 
The police chief’s quote was designed to convince the skeptical West that 
Afghanistan was indeed a modern state where the justice system could and 
did operate over and above local and familial customs.10 
As the wider debate about women’s status in Afghanistan gained 
momentum, the actual nature of and reasons for the mutilation became 
something of a footnote. Western media reports attributed the violence to 
the Pashtun tradition that a dishonored husband was said to have “lost 
his nose,” and thus Aisha’s “punishment” was a just (in Pashtun eyes) 
retribution for her dishonorable flight from his family.11 This article seeks 
to interrogate the background of the equation of noses with honor—and its 
loss—by exploring some examples drawn from medieval texts. The loss of 
nose (often, but not always, along with ears) is extensively documented in 
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historical texts: what did such mutilation symbolize? Was its meaning stable 
over time, and how was it gendered, if at all? Whilst not claiming that the 
following amounts to a universal history of nose-cutting, juxtaposing cases 
from medieval Europe with modern instances such as the mutilation of 
Aisha shows that beyond the specificities of time and place, there are some 
recurrent themes. The key to explaining nose-cutting lies in the patriarchal 
values of honor and authority that have persisted across centuries and rely 
upon recognizable signifiers. Most visible of these, and the most permanent, 
is the damaged face.
Medieval Violence—Modern Violence: Re-Crossing the Great 
Divide12
It may seem implausible to suggest that different cultures, separated 
by time and geography, could share the same outlook on this form of bodily 
mutilation. The influence of postmodernism has led scholars to question 
overarching structural analysis in favor of specificities of time and place. 
It does not, however, seem to have removed an ingrained assumption 
amongst many modern historians (including those studying women) that 
the medieval period—already a derogatory term when it was invented, and 
one which has lost none of its negative purchase in some quarters—has 
nothing to contribute to their teleological study of post-Enlightenment 
states and societies. The medieval era—by definition the period between the 
civilization of antiquity and the rational humanism of the Renaissance—is 
strongly associated with uncontrolled, emotional violence both within 
and outside the judicial systems in place at the time. The core thesis of the 
theorist Michel Foucault’s Discipline and Punish—contrasting the corporal 
and savage penalties of the medieval period with more “rational” forms 
of punishment such as imprisonment in the modern era—whilst disputed 
by subsequent research is still highly influential in shaping perceptions.13 
It also gave rise to something of an industry in studying medieval violence 
per se, which whilst not always accepting Foucault’s viewpoint does little 
radically to shift the paradigm.14
Some medievalists have reinforced the apparent divide by emphasiz-
ing the alterity of the period.15 A recent publication attributed this sense of 
“radical distance” not to inherent differences within the societies studied, 
but to the sources that medievalists use and the perception that these require 
specialist training to use them effectively, shutting out non-specialists.16 The 
volume went on to demonstrate, with varying success, the value of explor-
ing medieval precursors to modern social injustices. It was notably silent, 
however, on violence against women. Outside the historical discipline, 
there seems to be less resistance to comparison across time. A volume on 
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“medieval” film-making, for example, not only challenged the periodiza-
tion inherent in the description medieval, but showed how films in this 
genre often collapse temporal divides to find an “over-arching humanity 
[allowing] characters to learn from one another across the temporal gap.”17 
To compare episodes of a similar phenomenon centuries apart, there-
fore, seems a legitimate and useful exercise. Given its long history, does 
nose-cutting in fact still represent a meaningful, corporal punishment that 
modernity has not erased?
Crime or Punishment?
The first issue to confront is whether nose-cutting should be viewed 
primarily as a crime or as a punishment, since conflicting interpretations 
of the act played a large part in the rhetoric surrounding Aisha’s case: 
although her husband and his family apparently thought that taking her 
nose and ears was just, the action was characterized by the authorities as 
illegal and—crucially in this Muslim state—un-Islamic. The disjuncture 
between what the family thought of as appropriate retaliation and how 
the state viewed such retribution echoes the situation in the early medieval 
state, where rulers similarly claimed sole rights to restorative justice and 
punished those who took the law into their own hands, further disturbing 
the king’s peace.
Yet written laws, whether religious or secular, are rarely unambiguous, 
and often internally inconsistent. The Qu’ran, which upholds the right of 
a husband to beat a disobedient wife in one sura, might also have inspired 
acts of mutilation, if we read sura 68:10-16: “…Nor yield to the wretch of 
many oaths, the mischief-making slanderer, the opponent of good, the 
wicked transgressor, the bully of doubtful birth to boot. Though such a man 
be blessed with wealth and children, when Our revelations are recited to 
him he says, ‘They are but fables of the ancients!’ On the nose We will brand 
him.”18 The refusal of the unbeliever to submit to God was to be punished 
with a physical sign, marking him out for dishonor. By extension, any act 
of disobedience or failure to submit to God’s will (including not obeying 
one’s husband) might then attract corporal punishment. Taken together, 
the Qu’ranic texts do not legitimize the action of Aisha’s husband, but they 
certainly offer a context within which to understand it. The Qu’ran is of 
course a medieval text, even if dating its contents is notoriously difficult, 
and its statements have been subject to generations of interpretation by (and 
disagreements between) even trained scholars and lawyers.19 Thus its texts 
are by no means unmediated, but the rhetorical threat against the unbeliever 
in sura 68, as one disloyal to God, locating the nose as the site of punishment, 
may provide a broader frame within which to see nasal mutilation.20
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The right to inflict such a visible and horrific punishment in modern 
Afghanistan was contested in Aisha’s case, and this argument has strong 
parallels with conflicting views of nose-cutting in medieval Europe. Early 
Frankish law from the fifth and sixth centuries, for example, was clear that 
facial injuries inflicted on another person, including the amputation of the 
nose, were punishable with heavy fines; Charlemagne repeated these pro-
visions wholesale in the eighth-century revision of the laws.21 Yet detailed 
lists of injury tariffs are common to many early medieval law codes and 
have been interpreted by one historian as a distinctive mnemonic device to 
reinforce the identity of the peoples for whom they were drawn up.22 The 
implication of this is that the horrendous injuries they detail were rarely, if 
ever, inflicted—except by the king. Writing at the end of the sixth century, 
the Frankish Bishop Gregory of Tours noted actual cases of facial disfigure-
ment used as a punishment for perceived disloyalty: Gailen, the servant of 
King Chilperic’s estranged son Merovech, killed his master at Merovech’s 
own request but was then executed by Chilperic’s forces after they removed 
his hands, feet, ears, and nose.23 Here, Gailen was unjustly treated for his 
faithful last act for his lord, simply because it deprived Chilperic (for whom 
Gregory does not have a good word) of the opportunity to capture (and 
possibly mutilate in a similar way) his son. Similar punishment was meted 
out to the would-be assassins of King Childebert II. The victims were then 
crucially “let out as a subject of ridicule.”24 Facial injury, therefore, had a 
purpose, to warn others against such treachery—but it was only legitimate 
if the state, or in this case the king, was the perpetrator. Already we see the 
tension between acts of violence perpetrated by individuals, and punishable 
with fines, and the very same acts of violence inflicted by the king to assert 
authority. But mutilation, for Gregory, was only legitimate if justified by 
the seriousness of the crime it punished: elsewhere in his text he criticizes 
King Chilperic for his excessive punishment of transgressors.25 
Gregory’s examples make clear the connection between betrayal or 
treason and mutilation of men, but his text also includes an episode in-
volving women. Reporting the punishment of errant nuns after a revolt 
in St Radegund’s nunnery, he says: “Some they roped to posts and then 
gave them a good beating. Some had their hair cut off, others their hands, 
some even their ears and noses.”26 His language suggests he thought the 
latter punishment extreme. Was this because the victims were female, or 
because they were nuns? Gregory’s horror of the violence within his society 
has been marked out as unrepresentative of contemporary views, but his 
clerical background may have shaped his understanding of mutilation.27 
A key Biblical passage, contained in the Book of Ezekiel, Chapter 23, is 
relevant here. Dealing the fate of the Egyptian prostitute Oholibah, who 
had persisted in her “lustful ways” despite the killing of her sister for the 
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same behavior, the passage includes God’s threat to “direct my jealous 
anger towards you, and they [her many lovers] will deal with you in fury. 
They will cut off your noses and your ears, and those of you who are left 
will be consumed by fire” [Ezekiel 23:25].28 The plural of nose used in the 
language here implies that the biblical punishment of Oholibah would be 
meted out to any other woman who persisted in lewdness and prostitution. 
Gregory would surely have known the passage: the mutilation of the nuns, 
therefore, represented for him not only a punishment for their disloyalty 
to their abbess, but also marked them out to his similarly-educated readers 
as sexually unchaste (and he makes this explicit in his comment that after 
the revolt several of the nuns were pregnant). Nose-cutting in this context 
was highly gendered, punishing not only the women’s disloyalty to their 
abbess, but also indicating their sexual misconduct. By extension, the threat 
of such mutilation, if understood in the same way elsewhere, could function 
as an effective tool of oppression against women. 
Gregory’s was not the only early medieval account of the removal of 
a woman’s nose and ears. In his Getica, the sixth-century author Jordanes 
reports that the first wife of Huneric the Vandal was sent home to her fa-
ther, Theoderic the Goth, with her nose and ears cut off, “because of the 
mere suspicion” that she was plotting to poison her father-in-law, King 
Gaiseric.29 Here, though, there is a tension between kings, played out on a 
woman’s body, and the two sides differed in their view of the legitimacy 
of the mutilation. We shall return to this case.
Noses, Politics, and Masculinity
What, though, was the purpose of targeting the nose in these acts? In 
his study of aesthetic surgery, the historian Sander Gilman is clear on this 
point: “the face, in terms of a psychology of perception, is not a face with-
out a nose.”30 The historian Valentin Groebner, focusing on later medieval 
violence against the body, agrees that the person so deformed (amongst a 
whole community of the mutilated) was no longer viewed as a human being, 
but had become hideously unrecognizable—Ungestalt. So cutting the nose, 
these authors suggest, rendered the victim a non-person, no longer a full 
part of the society she or he inhabited, whose appearance would provoke 
revulsion in those who witnessed it. But the undoubted use of mutilation 
as a motif for cruelty in western texts makes it all the more surprising that 
the almost contemporary, eastern historian Procopius deploys no examples 
at all of such practices in his devastating critique of the Byzantine Emperor 
Justinian I and his wife Theodora, the Secret History.31 Was mutilation in 
the eastern empire so commonplace that it would have had little rhetorical 
purchase? Or had it not yet taken hold in the East? A survey of late Roman 
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historians from across the Mediterranean certainly suggests that the best-
known cluster of medieval rhinotomies, from seventh-century Byzantium, 
may have represented a departure in political behavior here.32 The Emperor 
Justinian II’s loss of his nose at the hands of his political opponents in 695 
(and triumphant return, sporting a gold prosthetic ten years later) was just 
the latest in a series of four known nose-cuttings in the high-level political 
struggles of that era.33 The practice would thereafter continue in the eighth 
and ninth centuries: a cluster of hagiographical texts depict the mutilation 
of saints who had opposed the two waves of iconoclasm, and thus set 
themselves on collision courses with the emperors of the time.34
The Byzantine examples, however, differ from those discussed so far 
in one crucial respect: they all feature men. Groebner has suggested that 
“the nose points downwards,” that is, for nose-cutting, read genitals and, 
more specifically, the penis.35 He is somewhat vague about how he comes 
to that view, given the wide “semantic field associated with noses,” but 
his range of evidence, predominantly from late medieval Germany, is in 
fact too narrow to allow him to see the connections between earlier cases 
and the later material that he focuses on.36 By expanding the chronological 
and geographical sample, the link between nose-cutting and patriarchal 
values goes beyond simply removing an ersatz penis.37 (In fact it was the 
removal of the ears that was thought to render the offender sterile in early 
medical culture.38) 
The Byzantine cases, then, are not castrations-by-proxy. Rather, they 
represent two strands of meaning. The rebellious iconodule monks fit with 
the pattern seen earlier in the West—by resisting the emperor’s decree, they 
were in effect rejecting his authority and could be treated as traitors (the 
thorny issue of the hagiographic nature of the evidence will be addressed 
below). In the case of the imperial candidates and deposed emperor, nose-
cutting seems to relate to the Old Testament prohibition in Leviticus 21:18 on 
imperfect men serving as priests—the Byzantine emperor was not a priest, 
it is true, but his role as head of the state carried with it ritual significance 
that the loss of facial features fatally compromised.39 The term used in the 
biblical text, charum, also had—or came to have, in medieval rabbinical 
scholarship—a more specific meaning of “flat-nosed.”40 The removal of 
Justinian II’s nose was therefore intended to render him unfit to rule, since 
physical imperfection disbarred an imperial candidate, and this mutilation 
would, of course, be highly visible. Yet removal or blinding of the eyes was 
far more commonly used as a means of disqualifying imperial candidates, 
and would also feature in numerous episodes of political struggle in the 
early medieval West, where it is seen as an imported, Eastern practice.41 Why 
remove Justinian’s nose? Why not, as in many later examples, simply blind 
him? Perhaps the perpetrators did indeed intend to signal some underlying 
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act of symbolic castration. After all, the Byzantine administration had long 
included eunuchs, whose own physical imperfection guaranteed that even 
if they harbored ambitions to take the imperial throne, they were unlikely to 
succeed.42 Justinian’s use of imperishable gold for his replacement part might 
therefore have had additional semantic value for its viewers. If rhinotomy 
did indeed function as a sign of emasculation, it was arguably more effective 
as a visible sign—provided it was read that way by contemporaries—than 
actual castration or complete emasculation (which were, at almost the same 
time, included in the lists of prohibited mutilations in the Frankish laws, 
with much higher penalties than for facial damage).43
The specific association of the nose with sexuality in Byzantine culture 
was only made explicit, however, in the laws or Ecloga of the Emperors Leo 
III and Constantine V, issued in 726.44 As well as targeting adulterers, the 
laws contain a series of clauses punishing incest and underage sex with 
nose-cutting and other mutilations. Significantly, the penalties are targeted 
at both men and women, distinguishing these clauses from later, Western 
prescriptions, but the moralizing tone of the laws surely again owed some-
thing to Old Testament models of punishment. Leo had, however, begun his 
political career under Justinian II, and perhaps he, or his advisors, therefore 
had a heightened sense of the significance of such severe mutilation, and 
when it was—and was not—justified.45
Reading Rhinectomy: Ambivalent Meanings
For a sign to work it needs to be read. Gregory of Tours expected the 
failed assassins with cut noses to convey a message, their mutilated faces a 
permanent testimony to their disloyalty. In Byzantium, too, two out of four 
examples from the seventh century were of men who had tried to overthrow 
emperor Heraclius; and the mutilated bodies of iconodule monks, too, 
were exhibited before their martyrdom (although traumatic, nose-cutting 
on its own was rarely fatal). Common to all the early medieval cases is the 
theme of perceived betrayal: the “usurpers” to the Byzantine throne, the 
challengers to Childebert, the monks resistant to the destruction of icons, 
and the rebellious nuns of St Radegund’s were all in their own ways chal-
lenging authority and transgressing the boundaries of fidelity, and their 
punishment was brutal and visible, designed to discourage others. Yet the 
sources preserving these cases are at best ambivalent about the severity of 
the punishment: Gregory is uneasy about the mutilation of the nuns, and 
hagiographers stress the injustice of mutilating the iconodule monks. That 
Justinian II was able to return to power, complete with a prosthetic nose 
made of gold, suggests that ultimately this humiliation of a ruling emperor 
was a step too far even in the tumultuous politics of the seventh century.46 
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Returning to Jordanes’s account of the mutilation of the Gothic princess, 
it too is clearly written up as a sign of excessive cruelty and injustice. Jor-
danes’s account, of course, was written for a Gothic audience: the absence 
of mutilation in their own king’s laws simply highlighted the contrast be-
tween Goth and Vandal—Theoderic’s Gothic laws used execution, rather 
than mutilation, to punish wrongdoing.
Thus later lives of the saints martyred under iconoclasm made a virtue 
of the injuries they had received, emphasizing the immense suffering they 
had undergone in defense of their higher obedience to God over the secular 
ruler’s will, and this theme recurs in later hagiographic writing. The only 
evidence of nose-cutting (specifically, the “carving-open of the nostrils”) in 
English law before the eleventh century, significantly, is preserved not in 
a legal text but another hagiographic source, Lantfred’s Life of St Swithun 
(the saint healing an innocent victim of this new punishment, apparently 
introduced by King Edgar, r. 959-975).47 And after the failure of the so-called 
Pataria movement, an attempt to reform the local church and break its links 
with secular interests in eleventh-century Milan, its protagonist, Arioald, 
was seized and very publicly mutilated, including removal of his nose, 
before his execution. Arioald’s end, too, was written up in the manner of a 
saint’s life: he had failed as a revolutionary, but his injuries only served to 
enhance his martyrdom.48
Again, however, most of the victims in hagiographic texts are male. In 
eleventh-century England, nose-cutting was extended from being part of 
a series of mutilations for theft under King Edgar, as reported in Lantfred, 
to a punishment inflicted on women for adultery, as Cnut’s (r. 1016-1035) 
law explicitly states: “A woman who commits adultery with another man 
whilst her husband is still alive, and is found out, shall suffer public dis-
grace, and her husband will have all her property, and she will lose her 
nose and ears. If she denies it and fails to purge herself, let a bishop take 
control and punish her severely.”49 Wormald has demonstrated that this law 
had no precedent in English material, and was an addition by Archbishop 
Wulfstan of York (fl.1002–1023), who was responsible for the “massively 
ecclesiastical” content of English laws at the turn of the millennium.50 The 
punishment of adulterous women in this way had precedents further East 
as we have seen, but within English law, the clause represented an innova-
tion: none of the Anglo-Saxon law codes had imposed such a penalty for 
adultery.51 The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle seems to associate nose-cutting par-
ticularly with Cnut, since the only occurrence of the practice in this source 
is in 1014 (i.e. before he became king) when he mutilated hostages given 
by the English to his father Swein.52 This instance, however, was designed 
to show the future king in a bad light—again, nose-cutting becomes a sign 
of cruelty and harshness.
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The fluctuating meanings of nose-cutting in medieval culture, and 
particularly its perception in some cases as an unjust punishment, are useful 
in providing a means to analyze not only the [il]legimitacy of Aisha Bibi’s 
mutilation, but the differing responses to it. Although sometimes justified 
as a punishment for acts of criminality or perceived betrayal, even medi-
eval authors recognized that it was an extreme response, requiring ample 
justification. Aisha’s case is already encompassed within the category of 
“betrayal”: her “crime” was to leave her husband’s family house without 
his permission, and this in itself was sufficient to condemn her in his eyes.53 
But his response, and that of his family, went beyond the boundaries of 
Sharia law. So how did this Afghan family settle on cutting nose and ears 
as an appropriate punishment for an errant wife?
An Oriental Practice?
Useful here is the distinction made by historians of the modern na-
tion state between the codification of state law and the social reality on the 
ground: the first sets out the values by which the state claims to govern its 
citizens, and their reciprocal duties toward the state, the second is a rather 
broader and looser category, encompassing the traditions, means of social-
ization, and practices (religious, cultural or otherwise) of communities and 
groups within the state.54 Aisha’s case starkly illustrates the tension between 
the two: faced with the incompatibility of her mutilation with any known 
codes of law, commentators ascribed her husband’s action to “tradition,” 
and left it at that. Yet the Old Testament story of the Egyptian prostitutes 
highlighted earlier may have given textual expression to an existing practice 
(or given rise to one) targeted specifically at women suspected of deceiving 
their husbands or transgressing sexually. It is hazardous to speculate how 
knowledge of the practice and its meanings was transmitted: it appears not 
only in laws in both west and east (the eighth-century Ecloga in Byzantium, 
Cnut’s law in England in the eleventh century, and later in Frederick II’s 
laws in the Kingdom of Sicily in the thirteenth) but also manifested itself 
in other genres, such as popular folktales.55 The latter, informal transmis-
sion, arguably, had a greater impact in the “traditional” world inhabited 
by Aisha and her relatives.
It is epitomized by the literary fable of the barber, the shoemaker, and 
their wives in the Khalila wa-Dimnah stories, which had reached the West in 
Arabic translation by the eighth century, but whose origins lay in fourth- 
and fifth-century Indian collections and might therefore have circulated 
widely in the regions of Afghanistan and modern Pakistan.56 In this story, a 
barber’s wife acts as the go-between for a shoemaker’s wife and her lover. 
The shoemaker, however, catches the couple in flagrante, ties his wife to a 
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post and then collapses in a drunken stupor. The go-between releases the 
shoemaker’s wife to enable her to keep her tryst and takes her place, only 
for the shoemaker to wake up (still in the dark) and cut off her nose in his 
rage. Returning, the shoemaker’s wife finds the now noseless go-between, 
releases her, ties herself back to the post and cries to Allah to restore her 
nose as a sign of her innocence. Her performance convinces the shoemaker, 
whilst the barber’s wife feigns an accident to explain her own missing nose. 
A happy ending would ensue but for the fact that a monk has witnessed the 
whole affair and stands up in court to tell the tale, enabling the inherently 
misogynist motif of deceitful women to receive its full airing.
It would be easy to attribute an oriental origin to nose-cutting from 
such a tale, and indeed one modern writer has done so in print. The clinician 
Giorgio Sperati, writing on nasal amputation as recently as 2009, explicitly 
links the practice to “Eastern” societies, citing the male-orientated nature of 
both societies as reasons for its use: in fact, of course, all medieval societies 
were male-orientated, and the threat of violence against women a common 
way of reinforcing the patriarchal order.57 Literary nose-cutting, however, 
like the legal clauses, was also present in the West and manifested in the tale 
Bisclavret by the twelfth-century Breton author Marie de France. In this story, 
a faithless wife has her nose bitten off by her husband, whom she has con-
demned to the life of a werewolf by stealing his clothes and taking another 
man as her lover, when he transformed into the beast.58 The wife dishonored 
her husband by condemning him to beasthood after he had confided in her, 
now his response was direct and reciprocal. Groebner terms this biting-off 
a “distinct speech of male patriarchal violence,” without problematizing 
its symbolism (nose here cannot equal penis) when inflicted on a woman.59 
Given the likelihood of other tales of deceitful wives circulating in the 
West, did the story connect with an audience aware of the physical penalties 
of infidelity, or was a werewolf removing his wife’s nose a fantasy, a way of 
distancing the tale from its hearers? Certainly there were many contempo-
rary, high-profile cases of mutilation that Marie could have drawn on, such 
as those recounted by the English monastic chronicler Orderic Vitalis (d.c. 
1142), yet none of these were targeted toward women (nor did any feature 
noses).60 The substitution of mutilation for many capital offenses around 
this time as a “merciful” option might well have increased the visibility of 
maimed persons, or the awareness of their existence, but arguably it was 
the heightened sense of male honor visible in the emerging chivalric culture 
of medieval Europe that inspired Marie’s tale.61 
These literary tales, both using the motif of a woman’s nose as the sign 
of her sexual betrayal and linking that explicitly to the honor of her husband, 
are also morality tales. Hearers were expected to learn from the example of 
these bad women.62 The practice also appears in a rabbinic judgment from 
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thirteenth-century Spain: a case recorded at Coca stated that the cutting of 
an adulteress’s face would deprive her of “the beauty of the face which she 
adorned for her adulterous wooer.”63 Underlying all these cases, however, 
was a clear justification: women who transgressed deserved a permanent 
and disfiguring sign on their faces, and it seems that this sign transcended 
geographical and temporal boundaries.
Nose-Cutting—What “Others” Do?
Whilst the association of nose-cutting with women seems to have 
gathered momentum in the central middle ages, this is not a linear story: 
its earlier purpose of marking out political treachery or betrayal continues 
to be reported, not least in Cnut’s laws themselves, as well as in contempo-
rary Byzantine sources.64 The eleventh-century chronicler Michael Psellos 
reports with relish that the rightful claimant to the Bulgarian throne blinded 
and cut off the nose of his rival “using a cook’s knife for both operations.”65 
There is, however, a sense that nose-cutting had become much rarer within 
Byzantium itself: blinding of opponents is much more prevalent in Psellos’s 
text, and the twelfth-century author Anna Komnena, who describes nineteen 
separate cases of political blinding in often gruesome detail (including one 
unfortunate case with a candelabrum), does not mention rhinotomy at all.66
The point of Psellos’s tale might actually be to demonstrate the Other-
ness of Bulgar culture, where primitive punishments such as nose-cutting 
were still being practiced, in contrast to the much less bloody business of 
blinding, which could be achieved without removing the eyes. Arguably, 
the chronicler was highlighting the irrational cruelty of the Bulgars (hence 
the detail of the cook’s knife, suggesting rash spontaneity rather than cool 
pre-judgment). At the same time, the punishment was still linked with 
disloyalty. The apparently increasing preference in Byzantium for blind-
ing and monastic seclusion of political enemies, rather than their horrific 
mutilation and display, might have been understood as a more “civilized” 
punishment, perhaps in reaction to the atrocities of war seen on the empire’s 
doorstep either in the Bulgar kingdom or, latterly, in the crusader states.67 
The theme of noses and Otherness recurs in a report by the Franciscan 
missionary and traveler, William of Rubruck. When he encountered the wife 
of a Mongol general in the mid-thirteenth century, he comments, “It seemed 
to me that her whole nose had been cut off, for she was so snub-nosed that 
she seemed to have no nose at all” and added that “she who has the least 
nose is held the most beautiful.”68 Whilst William’s observations do not 
suggest that actual nose-cutting was taking place, his comparison takes 
on a particular resonance when set against his Western background: to his 
Western readers, the Mongol aesthetic of flat-nosed women was an entirely 
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negative trait and emphasized the difference in Mongol culture, again rein-
forcing the strangeness William felt as he entered their “different world.”69
The tendency to misinterpret or misrepresent alien cultures is not just 
a medieval phenomenon. Psellos’s report of and apparent reaction to the 
Bulgar rhinotomy has much in common with later Western responses to the 
practice. In seventeenth-century Mysore, colonial reports of the Mysoreans 
cutting off the noses and lips of enemies were intended to reinforce the 
image of “the primitiveness of [the Mysoreans] and their [the reporters’] 
own moral superiority.”70 The nineteenth-century British missionary to 
India, T. L. Pennell, cited the nose-cutting of women as a sign of Indian 
“barbarism,” even as he marveled at the achievements of reconstructive 
surgery to correct the injuries caused.71 Such responses demonstrate that 
the theorist Edward Said had a point about the western gaze contemplating 
less “civilized” societies.72 Yet this is not simply a West-East issue: the histo-
rian John Gillingham highlights nineteenth-century accounts of medieval 
Ireland, where the mutilation of political enemies—including blinding and 
biting off noses—was cited as a good reason for English intervention.73 In 
all these cases, violent mutilation is seen as extreme, Other, and ultimately 
the marker of primitive society.74 Certainly the tale of the barber’s wife, so 
gruesome in the original, underwent a “civilizing” change—substituting 
cut hair for cut nose—when it reappeared in Boccaccio’s Decameron.75
Connecting the Dots: from Anglo-Saxon England to Modern 
Afghanistan and Pakistan
What is clear is that nose-cutting did not simply travel from east to west: 
a common, Old Testament motif may have lain at its heart, but its subsequent 
use took multiple directions. Across Europe and the Middle East it was a 
polyvalent symbol, read in different ways according to the time and the 
situational context. It was targeted at both men and women, but in different 
circumstances. The two thematic strands that have emerged from the evi-
dence for nose-cutting—political betrayals, adulterous relationships—could 
be treated separately along gendered lines.76 To distinguish between them, 
however, would risk missing the fact that at the heart of both strands was 
male honor, based on both political acts and personal relationships. 
Whilst nose-cutting as a political act may have receded in favor of less 
visible (but no less drastic) facial mutilation, such as blinding, its life as 
an indicator of moral depravity seems to have continued. Increasingly in 
later medieval scholastic thought, a person’s moral disposition was linked 
to the facial features, as the science of physiognomy was “rediscovered.”77 
Deliberate disfigurement, in this context, was a logical punishment for 
moral failure, and thirteenth-century writers equated Beauty (of body and 
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soul) with integrity: a body and face had to be whole to be beautiful.78 The 
thirteenth-century laws of Emperor Frederick II of Sicily include nose-slitting 
of women for various sexual misdemeanors: such measures may reflect the 
influence of the intellectuals at his court. The scholar and polymath Michael 
Scotus, for example, wrote the Physiognomia specifically for his imperial pa-
tron.79 But in order for the message of the cut-off nose to succeed it needed 
an audience, a set of viewers to read the transgression inscribed upon the 
face. Perhaps this explains why urban councils in later medieval Europe, in 
particular, saw such punishment as an effective deterrent.80 It was, ironically, 
the spread of syphilis in western Europe during the sixteenth century that 
finally “fixed” the missing or damaged nose (on men and women) as a sign 
of sexual stigma, as symptoms included infection of the bone and collapsed 
cartilage which could lead to total loss. This period, consequently, saw a 
sharp rise in accounts of reconstructive surgery in the West.81
The horrific results of nose-cutting, however, seem to be tempered when 
viewed at a distance of a thousand years: it is possible to read about ugly 
deeds and yet not be emotionally affected by them.82 Modern commentators 
can take refuge from the violence by emphasizing the alterity of medieval 
culture (as Renaissance writers already did) and coolly analyze the evidence 
in front of them.83 They can see how the practice of nose-cutting developed 
over time, and suggest an apparent increase in the mutilation of women by 
the later Middle Ages, without ever considering too closely the effects of 
the mutilation.84 It might even be possible to highlight advances in medical 
science as a positive outcome of the practice: the use of nose-cutting as a 
punishment in ancient India, for example, is cited as the reason that surgeons 
there developed a precocious form of plastic surgery.85
This distancing, however, risks normalizing the practice of nose-
cutting which, on the evidence cited above, does not appear to have been 
at all “normal” in any medieval society, but an exceptional punishment for 
exceptionally-shocking (by medieval standards) behaviors. In law, it was an 
extreme rhetorical measure, designed to deter; in other sources, it was often 
a means of discrediting those who used it as a weapon, or employed as a 
deadly-serious instructional motif. The frequent mention of the practice—
whether legitimate or not—in legal sources cannot, however, be matched 
in quantity by evidence in chronicles of such mutilation taking place.
Thus Aisha’s mutilation by her husband does fit into a medieval pat-
tern, but one that drew the line at excessive cruelty. The shock of seeing 
her photograph reminds historians of the reality, in terms of physical and 
mental pain, of ostracism within one’s own society and permanent scar-
ring (with or without reconstructive surgery) that mutilation could bring. 
Modern cases, therefore, can sharpen awareness—even empathy—and act 
as a corrective to treating extreme violence in the Middle Ages as just an-
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other interesting topic. But how does studying the medieval period assist 
in understanding the violence today, given that it is continuing (the latest 
case, reported in December 2011, of a teenage Pakistani bride, bibi Salma, 
whose husband removed her nose and lips)?86 Examining the medieval 
cases in fact highlights how exceptional this extreme violence was and is, 
conditioning responses to it; even medieval contemporaries viewed it, in 
many cases, as excessive (unless it was being substituted for execution, 
when it was instead presented as a merciful option).87 The facial mutila-
tion of women, moreover, could only be considered within a very specific 
set of circumstances surrounding their sexual behavior, but whether the 
strictures against adulteresses published in secular law codes were ever 
actually put into effect remains open to question. Either way, the extremity 
of such cases in the medieval period guaranteed that they were recorded 
in language designed to convey exactly how the reader was expected to 
respond. Violence then, as now, was used as an index of acceptable behav-
ior, and written up accordingly—learning to read through these reports of 
supposedly barbaric medieval violence, and realizing that violent episodes 
were as much a discourse of authority as a mirror on reality, may enable 
a more critical reading of modern press accounts with their own agendas. 
Medieval authors, too, condemned excessive brutality. Offering a context 
and historical background to such episodes exposes the illegitimacy of hid-
ing behind the “traditional” label. 
Arguably, the Western media outrage, generated by cases such as Aisha 
and Salma, is still circumscribed by a sense of security that “it couldn’t hap-
pen here,” that this is a practice confined to “traditional” societies, or that 
such brutality was a distinguishing feature of premodern societies before 
the civilizing process curbed such excess.88 This complacency ignores sta-
tistics that show that between a fifth and a quarter of women in the United 
Kingdom and United States are likely to suffer domestic violence during 
their lifetime, and that this, too, can be extreme.89 It may seem that the gulf 
between “medieval,” “traditional,” and “modern” is too wide to bridge, 
but the rhetoric of patriarchal control implied and expressed in extreme 
violence targeted at women’s faces, whether threatened in laws of the past 
or carried out in practice in the present, has an all-too-depressing continuity. 
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